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ABDOMINAL EXERCISING DEVICE 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

This invention relates to a device to assist in abdominal 
exercises. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Exercise is seen as an ever more important mechanism by 
which to live a healthier and fuller life. One of the important 
muscle groups to exercise is the abdominal muscles. 
A number of devices have been developed to facilitate 

abdominal muscle exercise. However, these devices tend to 
be complicated, difficult to use and expensive. A need 
therefore exists for an improved abdominal muscle exercis 
ing device which is simple to use, inexpensive and effective. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, an 
abdominal exercise device is provided which includes a 
Support and a strap Secured to the Support and extending to 
first and Second ends. A first hand grip is mounted at the first 
end and a Second hand grip is mounted at the Second end. 

In accordance with another aspect of the present 
invention, a reinforcing Strip is mounted on the Support and 
a plurality of ties Secure the Strap and reinforcing Strip to the 
Support. The Support can be made of a foam pad. The Strap 
can be made of a nylon Strap, the grips can be made of vinyl 
and the ties can be conventional cable ties. The Support is 
used to Support the head, neck and upper back. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a more complete understanding of the present 
invention, and the advantages thereof, reference is now 
made to the following description taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective View of an exercise device forming 
a first embodiment of the present invention; and 

FIG. 2 is a side view of the Support illustrating the strap 
Secured thereto. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

With reference to FIGS. 1 and 2, an abdominal exercise 
device 10 is illustrated which forms a first embodiment of 
the present invention. Device 10 includes a support 12 
preferably formed of a foam pad, and a strap 14 Secured to 
the support 12 near the middle of the strap 14 to therefore 
define first and second handles 34 and 36 extending to a first 
end 16 and second end 18, respectfully. The strap 14 is 
preferably formed of a nylon strap. At the first end 16 of 
strap 14 is mounted a first grip 20. Similarly, at the second 
end 18 of strap 14 is mounted a second grip 22. The grips 20 
and 22 are preferably formed of vinyl. 
With particular reference to FIG. 2, strap 14 can be seen 

to be secured to the support 12 by a plurality of ties 24, 
preferably of the type used to tie cables together. An inner 
(anterior) reinforcing strip 26 is positioned on the inner 
Surface 28 of the Support 12 and an outer (posterior) rein 
forcement strip 30 is positioned on the outer Surface 32 of 
the Support 12 where the ties are Secured to reinforce the 
Support 12 at the point of attachment between the Strap 14 
and Support 12. 

Preferably, the Support 12 has dimensions of about 10 
inches by Six inches. The Support 12 is Semi-flexible and can 
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2 
form to the contours of the back of the neck, head and upper 
back. The strap 14 is preferably about eight feet to nine feet 
long. The Strap is evenly distributed across the Support 12 to 
produce equal length handles on both Sides of the Support. 
The reinforcing strips 26 and 30 are preferably about one 
inch wide by Seven inches long and assist the ties 24 in 
Securing the Strap 14 to the Support 12. The grips 20 and 22 
are preferably about 6 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. 
Other mechanisms to attach the strap 14 to the support 12 
can be used, Such as glue, Stitches, Velcro, SnapS and buttons 
and the like, to Supplement ties 24 or in Substitute therefor, 
however, the use of ties 24 is preferred. Use of ties 24 allow 
Some movement of Strap 14 lengthwise relative to Support 
12 to reduce stress on Support 12, but with sufficient 
resistance to facilitate use of the device. 
The purpose of the device 10 is to facilitate proper form 

while exercising the abdominal muscles, Such as by execut 
ing a crunch movement, and to provide Support to the upper 
back, neck and head. The user would typically lay on a floor 
or exercise mat. The Support 12 would be placed behind the 
head on the back of the neck and the length of the handles 
34 and 36 would be adjusted at buckles 38 and 40 so that the 
arms, when grasping grips 20 and 22, are bent at about 20 
degrees at the elbow. With the chin up, head against the 
Support 12, hands in the grips 20 and 22 and the arms 
extended in front of the body and close to the body, the 
exercise includes pushing against the grips 20 and 22, 
raising the shoulder blades off of the mat, and pressing the 
lower back against the floor. This allows the basic crunch 
movement to occur with the assistance from the device 10. 
For additional assistance, the user can push forcefully 
against the handles. 
The device 10 will provide for correct form, upper back, 

neck and head Support, isolation of the abdominals, Sus 
tained muscular endurance, increased abdominal Strength, 
increased lower back Strength, reduce lower back fatigue, 
reduced weight, help define the waist contour and increase 
muscle tone, among other advantages. The device 10 also is 
Small, easy to use, affordable, convenient, lightweight, 
washable, and is readily adaptable to personal ownership, 
allowing the user to feel confident in being the Sole user of 
the device, eliminating the concerns relating to use of 
exercise devices shared with others. Preferably, the device 
10 can be carried in a mesh bag for even more convenient 
Sc. 

Another advantage of the present invention is that it can 
be used not only as a Simple, effective device by beginners, 
but also by trained athletes to enhance the muscle tone, 
Strength, and appearance of the abdomen. 
The present invention can also be used for many other 

exercises. The Strap 14 can be used for Stretching by placing 
one foot into a handle 34 or 36 while sitting on the floor and 
pulling on the Strap 14, facilitating a stretching movement 
for legs and back. It can also be used for Stretching the upper 
body, arms, shoulders and chest. Another use can be a 
manual resistance exercise for Strength training movement 
for almost every muscle group. Therefore, not only can the 
invention be used to exercise the abdominals, but can also be 
used as a stretching device and to provide manual resistance 
for Strength building exercises. 

Although a Single embodiment of the invention has been 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, and described in 
the foregoing detailed description, it will be understood that 
the invention is not limited to the embodiment disclosed, but 
is capable of numerous rearrangements, modifications and 
Substitutions of parts and elements without departing from 
the Scope and Spirit of the invention. 
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I claim: 
1. An abdominal exercise device, comprising: 
a Support, 
a strap Secured to the Support and extending to first and 5 

Second ends, 
a first hand grip mounted at the first end; 

4 
a Second hand grip mounted at the Second end; 
a plurality of ties Securing the Strap to the Support, and 
at least one reinforcing Strip positioned between the Strap 

and the Support and Secured thereto by the ties to 
reinforce the attachment of the Strap to the Support. 
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It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
is hereby corrected as shown below: 

On the title page, 

IN THE ABSTRACT 

Please correct the next to the last sentence in the abstract to read as follows: 

--The length of the handles (34, 36) is adjustable.--. 

Column 2, line 36, change "reduce" to -reduced--. 
Column 2, line 37, change "help define" to -help in defining--. 
Column 2, line 37, change "increase" to -increased--. 
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